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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of frequency regulation in power grids under unknown and possible time-varying load
changes, while minimizing the generation costs. We formulate this problem as an output agreement problem for distribu-
tion networks and address it using incremental passivity and distributed internal-model-based controllers. Incremental
passivity enables a systematic approach to study convergence to the steady state with zero frequency deviation and to
design the controller in the presence of time-varying voltages, whereas the internal-model principle is applied to tackle
the uncertain nature of the loads.
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1. Introduction
The power grid can be regarded as a large intercon-
nected network of different subsystems, called control
area’s. In order to guarantee reliable operation, the fre-
quency is tightly regulated around its nominal value, e.g.
60Hz. Automatic regulation of the frequency in power
grids is traditionally achieved by primary proportional
control (droop-control) and a secondary PI-control. In this
secondary control, commonly known as automatic genera-
tion control (AGC), each control area determines its “Area
Control Error” (ACE) and changes its production accord-
ingly to compensate for local load changes in order to reg-
ulate the frequency back to its nominal value and to main-
tain the scheduled power flows between different area’s.
By requiring each control area to compensate for their lo-
cal load changes the possibility to achieve economic effi-
ciency is lost. Indeed, the scheduled production in the dif-
ferent control area’s is currently determined by economic
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criteria relatively long in advance. To be economically
efficient an accurate prediction of load changes is neces-
sary. Large scale introduction of volatile renewable energy
sources and the use of electrical vehicles will however make
accurate prediction difficult as the net load (demand mi-
nus renewable generation) will change on faster time scales
and by larger amounts.
Due to the difficulty of precisely predicting the load, the
problem of designing algorithms for power generation able
to maintain the network at nominal operating conditions
despite the effect of unmeasured power demand and while
retaining economic efficiency has attracted considerable
attention and a vast literature is already available. The
aim of this paper is to provide a different framework in
which the problem can be tackled exploiting the incre-
mental passive nature of the dynamical system adopted to
model the power network and internal-model-based con-
trollers ([2], [3]) able to achieve an economically efficient
power generation control in the presence of possibly time-
varying power demand. We focus on a third-order model
with time-varying voltages known as “flux-decay model”
([4], [5]), which, although simplistic, is tractable and mean-
ingful.
Literature review. An up-to-date review of current
research on AGC can be found in [6]. The economic
efficiency of AGC has attracted considerable attention and
the vast literature available makes the task of providing
an exhaustive survey very difficult. Relevant results which
are close to the present paper are briefly discussed below
to better emphasize our contribution.
In [7], distributed and centralized controllers that require
the knowledge of the frequency deviations at the bus and
its neighbors are proposed for the linearized version of the
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swing equation and shown to achieve frequency regulation
while minimizing a quadratic cost function under a suit-
able matrix condition. An economically efficient, discrete
time AGC algorithm incorporating generator constraints
is proposed in [8] and investigated numerically. The
use of distributed proportional and proportional-integral
controllers for microgrids has been studied in [9], [10]
with additional economic insights provided in [11], where,
among other contributions, decentralized tertiary control
strategies have been proposed. Investigation of stability
conditions for droop controllers in a port-Hamiltonian
framework and in the presence of time-varying voltages
was pursued in [12]. In [13], [14], the problem of optimal
frequency regulation was tackled by formulating suitable
optimal power flow problems, characterizing their solu-
tions and then providing gradient-like algorithms that
asymptotically converge to the optimum. While [13]
focused on power networks with star topology, quadratic
cost functions and including equality and inequality
constraints, the paper [14] does not assume any specific
topology for the network and considers convex cost
functions, but assumes the knowledge of the power flows
at the buses to guarantee the achievement of the desired
steady state solution. Work relating automatic generation
control and optimal load control has appeared in [15], [16],
with the former focusing on linearized power flows and
without generator-side control and the latter removing
these assumptions.
Main contribution. The contribution of this paper is to
propose a new approach to the problem that differs sub-
stantially from the aforementioned works. We move along
the lines of [3], [17], where a framework to deal with non-
linear output agreement and optimal flow problems for
dynamical networks has been proposed. In those papers
internal-model-based dynamic controllers have been de-
signed to solve output agreement problems for networks
of incrementally passive systems ([2]) in the presence of
time-varying perturbations. In this paper we build upon
[1]. After showing that the dynamical model adopted to
describe the power network is an incrementally passive sys-
tem with respect to solutions that are of interest (solutions
for which the frequency deviation is zero), we provide a
systematic method to design internal-model-based power
generation controllers that are able to balance power loads
while minimizing the generation costs at steady state.
This design is carried out first by solving the regulator
equations ([2],[3]) associated with the frequency regula-
tion problem. Among the feedforward power generation
inputs that solve the regulator equations, we single out
the one for which the static optimal generation problem is
solved. Then, following [3], [17], an internal-model-based
incrementally passive controller is proposed which is able
to generate in open-loop the desired feedforward input and
stabilize the closed-loop system in such a way that all the
solutions converge to the desired synchronous solution and
to the optimal generation control.
Although the proposed incrementally passive controllers
share similarities with others presented in the literature,
the way in which they are derived is to the best of our
knowledge new. Moreover, they show a few advantages.
(i) If we allow for time-varying power demand in the
model, our internal-model controllers can deal with this
scenario and it turns out that proportional-integral con-
trollers that are more often found in the literature are a
special instance of these controllers.
(ii) Being based on output regulation theory for systems
over networks ([3], [17], [18], [19], [20]), our approach has
the potential to deal with fairly rich classes of external
perturbations ([21], [22]), thus paving the way towards
frequency regulators in the presence of a large variety of
consumption patterns. Furthermore, other extensions of
[3] considered the presence of non-quadratic cost functions
and flow capacity constraints ([23], [24]) that could turn
out to be useful also for the problem considered here. See
[14], [15], [16] for a different approach to deal with non-
quadratic cost functions and constraints.
(iii) Passivity is an important feature shared by more accu-
rate models of the power network, as already recognized in
[25], [26], and in [12] in the context of microgrids, implying
that the methods that are employed in this paper might
be used to deal with more complex (and more realistic)
dynamical models. Although this level of generality is not
pursued in this paper, the passivity framework allows us
to include voltage dynamics in our model, a feature that
is usually neglected in other approaches ([7], [13], [14], but
see [12] for the inclusion of time-varying voltages in the
case of microgrids, and also [9]). Furthermore, passivity is
a very powerful tool in the analysis and design of dynam-
ical control networks ([27], [28]).
(iv) To show incremental passivity we introduce storage
functions that interestingly can be interpreted as energy
functions, thus establishing a connection with classical
work in the field (see e.g. [29], [4] and references therein)
that can guide a further investigation of the problem. For
instance, it can lead to the inclusion of automatic voltage
regulators ([4], [30]) in the analysis, a study that is not
explored in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the dynamical model adopted to describe the power
grid. In Section 3, we analyze the dynamical model as-
suming constant generation, and show that it leads to a
nonzero frequency deviation. In Section 4, we characterize
the optimum generation to minimize the generation costs.
In Section 5, we propose a distributed controller which en-
sures frequency regulation and at the same time minimizes
the generation costs under the assumption of constant de-
mand. In Section 6, the restriction of constant demand is
relaxed and we extend results to the case of a certain class
of time-varying demands. In Section 7, we test our con-
trollers for an academic case study using simulations. In
Section 8, conclusions are given and an outline for future
research is provided.
2
2. System model
The history of power grid modelling is rich and the mod-
els we adopt can be found in most textbooks on power
systems such as [5].We focus on swing equations to take
into account the frequency dynamics and, comparing to
recent work which also concerns optimal frequency regu-
lation [1], [11], [14], [16], we do not assume constant volt-
ages. We rather use an extended model which captures
essential voltage dynamics [4], including constant voltages
as a particular case, and possesses some incremental pas-
sivity properties that are essential to our approach to the
problem. In this work we assume that the power grid is
partitioned into smaller areas, such as control areas, where
the dynamic behavior of an area can be described by an
equivalent single generator as a result of coherency and
aggregation techniques [31], [32]. As a consequence we
do not distinguish between individual generator and load
buses, similar to the work in [7], [14] and [33]. This is in
contrast with the structure-preserving models in e.g. [4]
and [29], where the load buses are explicitly modelled or
with Kron-reduced models in e.g. [12] and [34], where load
buses can be eliminated by modeling them as constant ad-
mittances.
Consider a power grid consisting of n areas. The net-
work is represented by a connected and undirected graph
G = (V, E), where the nodes, V = {1, . . . , n}, represent
control areas and the edges, E ⊂ V ×V = {1, . . . ,m}, rep-
resent the transmission lines connecting the areas. The
network structure can be represented by its correspond-
ing incidence matrix D ∈ Rn×m. The ends of edge k are
arbitrary labeled with a ‘+’ and a ‘-’. Then
dik =
 +1 if i is the positive end of k−1 if i is the negative end of k
0 otherwise.
Every node represents an aggregated area of generators
and loads and its dynamics are described by the so called
‘flux-decay’ or ‘single-axis’ model. It extends the classical
second order ‘swing equations’ that describes the dynam-
ics for the voltage angle δ and the frequency ω by including
a differential equation describing voltage dynamics. A de-
tailed derivation can be found e.g. in [5]. The dynamics of
node i are given by:
δ˙i = ω
b
i
Miω˙
b
i = ui −
∑
j∈Ni ViVjBij sin
(
δi − δj)
−Ai
(
ωbi − ωn
)− P li
Tdoi
(Xdi−X′di)
V˙i =
Efi
(Xdi−X′di)
− 1−Bii(Xdi−X
′
di)
(Xdi−X′di)
Vi
+
∑
j∈Ni VjBij cos
(
δi − δj).
(1)
where B denotes the susceptance andNi is the set of nodes
connected to node i by a transmission line. In high voltage
transmission networks we consider here, the conductance
is close to zero and therefore neglected, i.e. we assume that
State variables
δi Voltage angle
ωbi Frequency
Vi Voltage
Parameters
ωn Nominal frequency, e.g. 50 or 60 Hz
Mi Moment of inertia
Ai Damping constant
Tdoi Direct axis transient open-circuit constant
Xdi Direct synchronous reactance
X
′
di Direct synchronous transient reactance
Bij Susceptance of the transmission line
Controllable inputs
ui Controllable power generation
Efi Exciter voltage
Uncontrollable inputs
P li Power demand
Table 1: Description of main variables and parameters appearing in
the system model.
the network is lossless. An overview of the used symbols
is provided in Table 1. In this paper we focus on (opti-
mal) frequency regulation and in order to keep the analysis
concise we assume that Efi is constant and do not explic-
itly include exciter dynamics. To study the interconnected
power network we write system (1) compactly for all buses
i ∈ V as
η˙ = DTω
Mω˙ = u−DΓ(V )sin(η)−Aω − P l
T V˙ = −E(η)V + Efd
y = ω,
(2)
where ω is the frequency deviation ωb − ωn, D is the in-
cidence matrix corresponding to the topology of the net-
work, Γ(V ) = diag{γ1, . . . , γm}, with γk = ViVjBij =
VjViBji and the index k denoting the line {i, j}, η = DT δ,
Efd = (
Ef1
(Xd1−X′d1)
, . . . ,
Efn
(Xdn−X′dn)
)T and E(η) is a matrix
such that Eii =
1−Bii(Xdi−X
′
di)
Xdi−X′di
and Eij = −Bij cos(ηk),
where again the index k denotes the line {i, j}. We write
explicitly the relation y = ω, to stress that only the fre-
quency is measured in the system (in contrast to e.g. [14],
where the controller design relies on power flow measure-
ments as well).
Remark 1 In a realistic network the reactance is higher
than the transient reactance, i.e. Xdi > X
′
di > 0 and the
self-susceptance Bii satisfies Bii < 0 and due to the shunt
susceptance |Bii| >
∑
j∈Ni |Bij | . It follows that E(η) is
a strictly diagonally dominant and symmetric matrix with
positive elements on its diagonal and is therefore positive
definite.
3
3. Incremental passivity of the multimachine
power network
The purpose of this section is to show that system (2) is
incrementally passive when we consider u as the input and
ω as the output. This property turns out to be fundamen-
tal in the subsequent analysis pursued in this paper. While
showing the incremental passivity property, a storage func-
tion is derived, based upon which the forthcoming analysis
of the response of system (2) to the power injection u and
the load P l is carried out. Following [3], [17], to show in-
cremental passivity, system (2) is first interpreted as two
subsystems interconnected via constraints that reflect the
topology of the network. As a matter of fact, observe that
system (2) can be viewed as the feedback interconnection
of the system
Mω˙ = u+ µ−Aω − P l
y = ω
(3)
with the system
η˙ = v
T V˙ = −E(η)V + Efd
λ = Γ(V )sin(η).
(4)
These systems are interconnected via the relations
v = DT y
µ = −Dλ, (5)
where the incidence matrix D reflects the topology of the
network. Before studying the incremental passivity of the
system it is convenient to recall its equilibria, which we
will do in the next subsection.
3.1. Equilibria
As a first step we characterize the constant steady state
solution (η, ω, V ) of (2), with a generation u = u, and in
the case in which ω is a constant belonging to the space
N (DT ), i.e. it is a constant vector with all elements being
equal. The steady state solution necessarily satisfies
0 = DTω
0 = u−DΓ(V )sin(η)−Aω − P l
0 = −E(η)V + Efd.
(6)
Notice that η is the vector of relative voltage angles that
guarantee the power exchange among the buses at steady
state. The solution to (6) can be characterized as follows:
Lemma 1 If there exists (η, ω, V ) ∈ R(DT ) × Rn × Rn>0
such that (6) holds, then necessarily ω = 1nω∗, with
ω∗ =
1Tn (u− P l)
1TnA1n
=
∑
i∈V(ui − P li )∑
i∈V Ai
, (7)
and the vector u− P l must satisfy(
I − A1n1
T
n
1TnA1n
)
(u− P l) ∈ D, (8)
where
D = {v ∈ R(D) :
v = DΓ(V )sin(η), η ∈ R(DT ), V ∈ Rn>0}. (9)
Notice that, in view of (6), the requirement for ω to be a
constant vector requires the vector u − P l to be constant
as well. The proof of the lemma is straightforward and is
therefore omitted. A characterization of the equilibria for
a related system has been similarly discussed in [9], [12],
[33] and has its antecedents in e.g. [29]. Motivated by the
result above, (8) is introduced as a feasibility condition
that formalizes the physical intuition that the network is
capable of transferring the electrical power at its steady
state.
Assumption 1 For a given u−P l, there exist η ∈ R(DT ),
V ∈ Rn>0 and Efd ∈ Rn for which (8) is satisfied and
0 = −E(η)V + Efd.
In some specific cases, the characterization above can be
made more explicit. If the graph has no cycles, then (8)
holds provided that u− P l and V are such that ([9])
‖Γ(V )−1D†
(
I − A1n1
T
n
1TnA1n
)
(u− P l)‖∞ < 1,
in which case η is obtained from
sin(η) = Γ(V )−1D†
(
I − A1n1
T
n
1TnA1n
)
(u− P l),
with D† the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
3.2. Incremental passivity of (2)
Having characterized the steady state solution of system
(2) and having assumed that such a steady state solution
exists, we are ready to state the main result of this section
concerning the incremental passivity of the system with
respect to the steady state solution. The proof of the in-
cremental passivity of system (2) can be split in a number
of basic steps. First, one can show that system (3) is incre-
mentally passive with respect to the equilibrium solution,
namely:
Proposition 1 System (3) with inputs u and µ and out-
put y = ω, is an output strictly incrementally passive
system with respect to a constant solution ω. Namely,
there exists a regular storage function W1(ω, ω) which sat-
isfies the incremental dissipation inequality W˙1(ω, ω) =
−ρ(y − y) + (y − y)T (µ − µ) + (y − y)T (u − u), where
W˙1 represents the directional derivative of W1 along the
solutions to (3) and ρ : Rn → R≥0 is a positive definite
function.
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Proof: Consider the regular storage function
W1(ω, ω) =
1
2 (ω − ω)TM(ω − ω). We have
W˙1 = (ω − ω)T (u+ µ−Aω − P l)
= (ω − ω)T (−A(ω − ω) + (µ− µ) + (u− u))
= −(y − y)TA(y − y)
+(y − y)T (µ− µ) + (y − y)T (u− u),
which proves the claim. Notice that in the second equality
above, we have exploited the identity 0 = −Aω+u−µ−P l.
Second, we can prove a similar statement for system (4)
under the following condition:
Assumption 2 Let η ∈ (−pi2 , pi2 )m and V ∈ Rn>0 be such
that
E(η) − diag(V )−1|D|Γ(V )diag(sin(η))
diag(cos(η))−1diag(sin(η))|D|Tdiag(V )−1 > 0,
(10)
where |D| is the incidence matrix with all elements posi-
tive.
The role of Assumption 2 is to guarantee the existence
of a suitable incremental storage function with respect to
the constant solution (η, V ), as becomes evident in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 Let Assumption 2 hold. Then the storage
function
W2(η, η, V, V ) = −1TΓ(V )cos(η) + 1TΓ(V )cos(η)
− (Γ(V )sin(η))T (η − η)
−Efd(V − V )
+ 12V
TFV − 12V
T
FV ,
(11)
where Fii =
1−Bii(Xdi−X
′
di)
Xdi−X′di
, has a strict local minimum at
(η, V ).
Proof: First we consider the gradient of W2, which
is given by
∇W2 = (∂W2∂η ∂W2∂V )T
=
(
Γ(V )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η)
E(η)V − Efd
)
.
It is immediate to see that we have ∇W2|η=η,V=V = 0. As
the gradient of W2 is zero at (η, V ), for W2 to have a strict
local minimum it is sufficient that the Hessian is positive
definite at (η, V ). The Hessian is given by
∇2W2 =
(
Γ(V )diag(cos(η)) HT (η, V )
H(η, V ) E(η)
)
,
where H(η, V ) = diag(V )−1|D|Γ(V )diag(sin(η)). Since
Γ(V )diag(cos(η)) is positive definite for η ∈ (−pi2 , pi2 )m
it follows by invoking the Schur complement that
∇2W2|η=η,V=V > 0 if and only if
E(η) − diag(V )−1|D|Γ(V )diag(sin(η))
diag(cos(η))−1diag(sin(η))|D|Tdiag(V )−1 > 0.
Remark 2 Assuming η ∈ (−pi2 , pi2 )m is standard in power
grid stability studies and is also referred to as a security
constraint [11]. Assumption 2 is a technical condition that
allows us to infer boundedness of trajectories. An anal-
ogous condition (for a related model in a different refer-
ence frame) has been proposed in [12]. In the case of con-
stant voltages Assumption 2 becomes less restrictive and
only the assumption η ∈ (−pi2 , pi2 )m is required ([1]). We
notice indeed that by setting V = V , the storage func-
tion (11) reduces to −1TΓ(V )cos(η) + 1TΓ(V )cos(η) −(
Γ(V )sin(η)
)T
(η − η), which is regularly used in stabil-
ity studies of the power grid (see e.g. formula (22) in [29],
and also [13]) and has been adopted to study the stability
of constant steady states of incrementally passive systems
([3], [17], [35]).
We are now ready to prove that feedback path (4) is in-
crementally passive with respect to the equilibrium when
Assumption 2 holds.
Proposition 2 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. System
(4) with input v and output λ is an incrementally passive
system, with respect to the constant equilibrium (η, V )
which fulfills (10). Namely, there exists a storage function
W2(η, η, V, V ) which satisfies the incremental dissipation
inequality W˙2(η, η, V, V ) = −‖∇VW2‖2T−1+(λ−λ)T (v−v),
where W˙2 represents the directional derivative of W2 along
the solutions to (4) and ‖∇VW2‖2T−1 is the shorthand no-
tation for (∇VW2)TT−1∇VW2.
Proof: Consider the storage function W2 given in
(11). Under Assumption 2 we have that W2 is a positive
definite function in a neighborhood of (η, V ). Since T V˙ =
−∇VW2, it is straightforward to check that the dissipation
inequality writes as
W˙2(η, η, V, V ) = −‖∇VW2‖2T−1 + (Γ(V )sin(η)
−Γ(V )sin(η))T η˙
= −‖∇VW2‖2T−1 + (λ− λ)T (v − v),
where the last equality trivially holds since η˙ = v = 0.
This proves the claim.
The interconnection of incrementally passive systems via
(5) is known to be still incrementally passive. Bearing
in mind Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 the next theo-
rem follows immediately, proving that system (2) is output
strictly incrementally passive with u as an input and y = ω
as an output. We can exploit this feature to further de-
sign incrementally passive controllers that generate u while
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establishing desired properties for the overall closed-loop
system.
Theorem 1 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. System (2)
with input u and output y = ω is an output strictly in-
crementally passive system, with respect to the constant
equilibrium (η, ω, V ) which fulfills (10). Namely, there ex-
ists a storage function U(ω, ω, η, η, V, V ) = W1(ω, ω) +
W2(η, η, V, V ) which satisfies the following incremental dis-
sipation inequality
U˙(ω, ω, η, η, V, V ) = −ρ(y − y)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
+(y − y)T (u− u),
where U˙ represents the directional derivative of U along
the solutions to (2) and ρ is a positive definite function.
Proof: The results descends immediately from
Propositions 1 and 2 bearing in mind the interconnection
constraints (5).
Remark 3 A function similar to U (but in a different co-
ordinate frame) was considered in e.g. [36]. Here we pro-
vide a different construction that shows that U is an incre-
mental storage function with respect to which incremental
passivity is proven. Highlighting this property is crucial
in the approach and analysis we pursue. Furthermore, in
the forthcoming analysis, we extend the storage function
U with a term that takes into account the addition of the
controller and use it to infer convergence properties of the
overall closed-loop system.
The incremental passivity property of system (2) estab-
lished above has the immediate consequence that the re-
sponse of the system converges to an equilibrium when
the power injection u and the load P l are such that the
total imbalance u−P l is a constant. For the sake of com-
pleteness, the details are provided in Corollary 1 below.
We notice that an analogous study for related systems has
been investigated in e.g. [3, Section 7], [9], [12] and [33].
Here, similarly to [12], the study is carried out for a third-
order model with time-varying voltages and the result is
an immediate consequence of the incremental passivity of
the adopted model ([3] and [17]).
Corollary 1 Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. There exists
a neighborhood of initial conditions around the equilib-
rium (η, ω, V ), such that the solutions to (2) starting from
this neighborhood converge asymptotically to an equilib-
rium as characterized in Lemma 1.
Proof: Bearing in mind Theorem 1 and set-
ting u = u and y = ω, the overall storage function
U(ω, ω, η, η, V, V ) = W1(ω, ω) +W2(η, η, V, V ) satisfies
U˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− (ω − ω)TD(λ− λ)
+(λ− λ)TDT (ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
= −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1 ,
where we have exploited the fact that DTω = 0, since
ω ∈ R(1). As U˙ ≤ 0 and (η, ω, V ) is a strict local
minimum as a consequence of Assumption 2, there exists
a compact level set Υ around the equilibrium (η, ω, V ),
which is forward invariant. By LaSalle’s invariance princi-
ple the solution starting in Υ asymptotically converges to
the largest invariant set contained in Υ ∩ {(η, ω, V ) : ω =
ω, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0}. Since we have T V˙ = −∇VW2, on such
invariant set the system is
η˙ = 0
0 = u−Aω −DΓ(V˜ )sin(η)− P l
0 = −E(η)V˜ + Efd,
where V˜ is a constant. From η˙ = 0 it follows that on the
invariant set η is a constant η = η˜. One can conclude that
the system indeed converges to an equilibrium as charac-
terized in Lemma 1.
Remark 4 We cannot claim that η˜ = η and V˜ = V ,
since the system could converge to any equilibrium within
Υ. This is due to the fact that we have not made any
assumptions on the property of the equilibrium (η, ω, V )
being isolated. In order to establish that the equilibrium
is isolated we should ask that the determinant of the Ja-
cobian matrix at the equilibrium is nonsingular, as follows
from the inverse function theorem. This is not automati-
cally guaranteed by (η, ω, V ) being a strict local minimum
of the storage function. To better elucidate this claim, first
we notice that system (2) can be written in the form η˙Mω˙
T V˙
 =
 0 DT 0−D 0 0
0 0 0
−
 0 0 00 A 0
0 0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J−R I 0 00 M−1 0
0 0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q
∇U +
 0I
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
(u− u),
where J is a skew-symmetric matrix and R is a diagonal
positive semi-definite matrix and
∇U =
Γ(V )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η)M(ω − ω)
E(η)V − Efd
 .
Set u = u. Then LaSalle’s invariance principle outlined in
the proof above shows that the solution converges to the
largest invariant set where ∇UT (J − R)∇U = 0, that is
∇UTR∇U = 0. By the structure of R, the latter identity
is equal to ∇ωU = 0 (that is, ω = ω) and ∇V U = 0.
In view of the second equation in (6) and of these identi-
ties, on this largest invariant set we have D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η˜)−
Γ(V )sin(η)) = 0. If D has full-column rank, that is if the
graph is acyclic, then Γ(V˜ )sin(η˜)− Γ(V )sin(η) = 0. This
would imply that any point on the invariant set satisfies
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∇U = 0 and it is therefore a critical point for U . Since we
have assumed that (η, ω, V ) is a strict minimum for U then
we could conclude that every trajectory locally converges
to (η, ω, V ). However, in the general case in which the
graph is not acyclic, then there could be constant vector
(V˜ , η˜) 6= (V , η) such that D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η˜)−Γ(V )sin(η)) = 0
(and E(η˜)V˜ −Efd = 0). In this case, convergence can only
be guaranteed to an equilibrium (η˜, ω, V˜ ) characterized in
Lemma 1, as remarked in the result above.
4. Minimizing generation costs
Before we address the design of controllers generating u,
we discuss a desired optimality property the steady state
input u should have. This is achieved by realizing that
the share of total production each generator has to pro-
vide to balance the total electricity demand can be varied.
Indeed, from equality (7) it can be seen that only the sum
of the generators’ production is important to characterize
the steady state frequency. Generally, different generators
have different associated cost functions, such that there
is potential to reduce costs when the share of generation
among the generators is coordinated in an economically
efficient way (see also [7], [11], [14] and [16]). In this sec-
tion we characterize such an optimal generation that min-
imizes total costs. We consider only the costs of power
generation u, as it is predominant over the excitation and
transmission costs. The corresponding network optimiza-
tion problem we tackle is therefore as follows:
min
u
C(u) = min
u
∑
i∈V
Ci(ui)
s.t. 0 = 1Tn (u− P l),
(12)
where Ci(ui) is a strictly convex cost function associated
to generator i. Comparing the equality constraint to (7),
it is immediate to see that the solution to (12) implies
a zero frequency deviation at steady state. The relation
of (12) with the zero steady state frequency deviation as
characterized in (6) with ω = 0 will be made more ex-
plicit at the end of this section. Following standard litera-
ture on convex optimization we introduce the Lagrangian
function L(u, λ) = C(u) + λ1Tn
(
u− P l), where λ ∈ R
is the Lagrange multiplier. Since C(u) is strictly convex
we have that L(u, λ) is strictly convex in u and concave
in λ. Therefore there exists a saddle point solution to
maxλ minu L(u, λ). Applying first order optimality condi-
tions, the saddle point (u, λ) must satisfy
∇C(u) + 1nλ = 0
1Tn (u− P l) = 0.
(13)
In the remainder we assume that C(u) is quadratic1, i.e.
C(u) = 12u
TQu =
∑
i∈N
1
2qiu
2
i , with qi > 0. We make
1The results in this work holds for linear-quadratic cost functions
as well, i.e. C(u) = 1
2
uTQu+RTu+1TnS. In this case u = Q
−1(θ−
R), where θ =
1n1
T
n (P
l+Q−1R)
1TnQ
−11n
∈ R(1n). For the sake of brevity we
focus in this work on the quadratic case.
now explicit the solution to the previous set of equations
in the case of quadratic cost functions.
Lemma 3 Let C(u) = 12u
TQu, with Q > 0 and diagonal.
There exists a solution (u, λ) to (13) if and only if the
optimal control is
u = Q−1
1n1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
, (14)
and the optimal Lagrange multiplier is
λ =
(
− 1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
)
.
The proof is standard and is omitted. For the optimal
control characterized above to guarantee a zero frequency
deviation, the equalities (6) should now be satisfied with
u as in (14) and ω = 0. In this case, the second equality
becomes
DΓ(V )sin(η) = (Q−1
1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In)P l. (15)
The equality (15) shows that an optimal solution may re-
quire a nonzeroDΓ(V )sin(η) at steady state. That implies
that at steady state power flows may be exchanged among
the buses in the network and that the local demand P li may
not necessarily be all compensated by ui. In fact, from (14)
it is seen that to balance the overall demand 1TP l each
generator should contribute an amount of power that is in-
versely proportional to its marginal cost qi. From (14), we
also notice that the optimal power generation is indepen-
dent of the steady state voltage V . Motivated by Lemma
3 and the remark that led to (15), we introduce the fol-
lowing condition that replaces the previous Assumption 1:
Assumption 3 For a given P l, there exist η ∈ R(DT ),
V ∈ Rn>0 and Efd ∈ Rn for which
(Q−1
1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In)P l ∈ D, (16)
with D defined as in Lemma 1, is satisfied and 0 =
−E(η)V + Efd.
We can relate optimization problem (12) to another op-
timization problem in which the zero frequency deviation
requirement at steady state is more explicit.2
Lemma 4 Let Assumption 3 hold and let C(u) =
1
2u
TQu, with Q > 0 and diagonal. Then the optimal u
solving (12) is equivalent to the optimal u′ solving
min
u,η
C(u) = min
u,η
∑
i∈V
Ci(ui)
s.t. 0 = u−DΓ(V )sin(η)− P l
η ∈ R(DT ).
(17)
2The authors thank Nima Monshizadeh for suggesting this
lemma.
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Proof: By multiplying both sides of the equality
constraint of (17) from the left by 1Tn , we obtain the
constraint of (12). Hence, u′ satisfies (12), and we have
C(u) ≤ C(u′). By the equality constraint in (12), we have
u − P l ∈ R(1n)⊥. Thus, u − P l ∈ N (DT )⊥ which yields
u − P l ∈ R(D). Therefore, u − P l = Dv for some vec-
tor v. By the choice v = Γ(V )sin(η), which exists under
Assumption 3, u − P l = Dv satisfies (17) and we have
C(u′) ≤ C(u). Consequently, C(u′) = C(u) which results
in u′ = u due to the strict convexity of C.
Lemma 4 provides insights on how the nonconvex opti-
mization problem (17) can be solved for u′ by (12) with-
out the approximation sin(η) = η as long as Assumption
3 holds. This can be seen as an alternative approach to
solving for (17) by an equivalant ‘DC’ problem (see e.g.
[11]) where the constraint reads as 0 = u − DΓ(V )ηDC
and requires the graph to be a tree [37]. The character-
ization of u in (14) will enable the design of controllers
regulating the frequency in an optimal manner, which we
pursue in the next section. We also remark that even in
the case in which P l is a time-varying signal, the optimal
power generation control that guarantees a zero frequency
deviation is still given by u in (14). This property will
be used in Section 6. Finally, we notice that, following [3],
the optimal generation u characterized above can be inter-
preted as the optimal feedfoward control which solves the
regulator equations connected with the frequency regula-
tion problem. We will elaborate on this more in the next
section.
Remark 5 It is worth stressing that the explicit request
of having V ∈ Rn>0 in Assumption 1, 2 and 3 is not
necessary3. As a matter of fact, for any V which sat-
isfies −E(η)V + Efd = 0, it trivially holds true that
V = E(η)−1Efd. Let Efd ∈ Rn>0. Since E(η) has all the
off-diagonal entries non-positive, then it is inverse-positive
([38], Theorem 1, F15), i.e. each entry of the inverse E(η)
−1
is non-negative. Furthermore, since E(η)−1 is invertible,
each row has at least one strictly positive entry. There-
fore, the product V = E(η)−1Efd must necessarily return
a vector with all strictly positive entries.
5. Economically efficient frequency regulation in
the presence of constant power demand
Corollary 1 shows attractivity of the steady state so-
lution under a constant imbalance vector u − P l, which
generally results in a nonzero steady state frequency devi-
ation. In this section we consider the problem of designing
the generation u in such a way that at steady state the
system achieves a zero frequency deviation. We adopt the
3The authors thank Hong-keun Kim for this remark.
framework provided in [1], [3], [17]. This framework pro-
vides a constructive and straightforward procedure to the
design of the frequency regulator.
We start the analysis by reminding that Theorem 1
states the incremental passivity property of the system
η˙ = DTω
Mω˙ = u−Aω −DΓsin(η)− P l
T V˙ = −E(η)V + Efd
y = ω.
(18)
The incremental passivity property holds with respect to
two solutions of (18). As one of the two solutions, we adopt
here a solution to the regulator equations (19) below ([3],
[17]). This is the state (η, ω, V ), the feedforward input u
and the output y = ω = 0 such that
η˙ = DTω = 0
0 = u−DΓ(V )sin(η)− P l
0 = −E(η)V + Efd
y = ω = 0.
(19)
Among the many possible choices, we focus on the steady
state solution that arises from the solution of the optimal
control problem in the previous section, namely
u = Q−1
1n1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
, (20)
characterized in (14) above, and η such that
DΓ(V )sin(η) = (Q−1
1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In)P l.
The framework presented in [3] and [17] prescribes to de-
sign an incrementally passive feedback controller that is
able to generate the feedforward input (20). The inter-
connection of the process (18) and of the incrementally
feedback controller to be introduced below yields a closed-
loop system whose solutions asymptotically converge to
the desired steady state solution. This idea is made pre-
cise in the theorem below, that is the main result of the
section and where we propose a dynamic controller that
converges asymptotically to the optimal feedforward in-
put that guarantees zero frequency deviation. The result
deals with constant power demand, the extension to time-
varying power demands being postponed to a later section.
As will become clear it is essential that the controllers ex-
change information, leading to the following assumption.
Assumption 4 The undirected graph reflecting the
topology of information exchange among the nodes is con-
nected.
Theorem 2 Consider the system (18) with constant
power demand P l and let Assumptions 2, 3 and 4 hold.
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Then controllers at the nodes4
θ˙i =
∑
j∈N commi (θj − θi)− q
−1
i ωi
ui = q
−1
i θi,
(21)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where N commi denotes the set of neigh-
bors of node i in a graph describing the exchange of in-
formation among the controllers, guarantee the solutions
to the closed-loop system that start in a neighborhood of
(η, ω, V , θ) to converge asymptotically to the largest invari-
ant set where ωi = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0
(thus, V = V˜ is a constant), and θ = θ, θ being the vector
θ =
1n1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
,
such that u = Q−1θ satisfies
˙˜η = 0
0 = u−DΓ(V˜ )sin(η˜)− P l
0 = −E(η˜)V˜ + Efd
y = 0.
Proof: Bearing in mind Theorem 1, one can notice
that the incremental storage function U(ω, ω, η, η, V, V ) =
W1(ω, ω) + W2(η, η, V, V ) satisfies U˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω −
ω) − ‖∇VW2‖2T−1 + (ω − ω)T (u − u), thus showing that
the system is output strictly incrementally passive. This
equality holds in particular for ω = 0, u given in (14) and
η, V as in Assumption 3. The internal model principle
design pursued in [3] and [17] prescribes the design of a
controller able to generate the feedforward input u. To
this purpose, we introduce the overall controller
θ˙ = −Lcommθ +HT v
u = Hθ,
(22)
where θ ∈ Rn, Lcomm the Laplacian associated with a
graph that describes the exchange of information among
the controllers, and with the term H
T
v needed to guar-
antee the incremental passivity property of the controller
(see [3], [17] for details). Here v ∈ Rn is an extra con-
trol input to be designed later, while H = H
T
= Q−1. If
v = 0 and θ(0) =
1n1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
, then θ(t) := θ(0) satisfies the
differential equation in (22) and moreover the correspond-
ing output H θ(t) is identically equal to the feedforward
input u(t) defined in (14), provided that H = Q−1. More
explicitly, we have
θ˙ = −Lcommθ
u = H θ.
(23)
Notice that this is a manifestation of the internal model
principle ([3], [17]), that is the ability of the controller to
4For linear-quadratic cost functions the controller output becomes
ui = q
−1
i (θi − ri).
generate, in open-loop and when properly initialized, the
prescribed feedforward input. Consider now the incremen-
tal storage function Θ(θ, θ) = 12 (θ− θ)T (θ− θ). It satisfies
Θ˙(θ, θ) = (θ − θ)T (−Lcommθ +HT v + Lcommθ)
= −(θ − θ)TLcomm(θ − θ) + (θ − θ)THT v
= −(θ − θ)TLcomm(θ − θ) + (u− u)T v.
We now interconnect the third-order model (18) and the
controller (22), obtaining
η˙ = DTω
Mω˙ = Hθ −DΓ(V )sin(η)−Aω − P l
T V˙ = −E(η)V + Efd
θ˙ = −Lcommθ +HT v
y = ω.
Observe that the quadruple (η, ω, V , θ) is a solution to the
closed-loop system just defined when v = 0. Consider the
incremental storage function
Z(η, η, ω, ω, V, V , θ, θ) = U(η, η, ω, ω, V, V ) + Θ(θ, θ),
where (η, V ) fulfills Assumption 2. Following the argu-
ments of Lemma 2, it is immediate to see that under con-
dition (10) we have that ∇Z|η=η,ω=ω,V=V ,θ=θ = 0 and
∇2Z|η=η,ω=ω,V=V ,θ=θ > 0, such that Z has a strict local
minimum at (η, ω, V , θ). It turns out that
Z˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
+(ω − ω)T (u− u)− (θ − θ)TLcomm(θ − θ)
+(u− u)T v.
As we are still free to design v, the choice v = −(ω−ω) =
−ω returns
Z˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
−(θ − θ)TLcomm(θ − θ) ≤ 0,
thus showing that Z is bounded. As Z˙ ≤ 0, there exists
a compact level set Υ around the equilibrium (η, ω, V , θ)
which is forward invariant. By LaSalle’s invariance princi-
ple the solution starting in Υ asymptotically converges to
the largest invariant set contained in Υ∩{(η, ω, V , θ) : ω =
0, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0, θ = θ + 1nα}, where α : R≥0 → R is a
function and θ = θ+ 1nα follows from the communication
graph being connected, i.e. N (Lcomm) = R(1n). On such
invariant set the system is
η˙ = DTω = 0
0 = −D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η))−H1nα
0 = −E(η)V˜ + Efd
θ˙ + 1nα˙ = −Lcomm(θ + 1nα),
(24)
where V˜ is a constant. From η˙ = 0 it follows that on
the invariant set η is a constant η = η˜. In the sec-
ond equality above, we have exploited the identity 0 =
9
Hθ − DΓ(V )sin(η) − Aω − P l. Bearing in mind that
H = Q−1, it follows that necessarily α = 0 (it is suffi-
cient to multiply both sides of the second line in (24) by
1Tn ). Hence on the invariant set θ = θ and the output of
the controller is Hθ which equals the optimal feedforward
input (20). We conclude that the dynamical controller
guarantees asymptotic regulation to zero of the frequency
deviation and convergence to the optimal feedforward in-
put.
The interpretation of the theorem is straightforward: it
shows that the dynamic controllers based on an internal
model design synchronize to a steady state solution of the
exosystem that generates the feedforward input that min-
imizes generation costs and is able to guarantee a zero
frequency deviation. These controllers must be initialized
in the vicinity of θ which represents a nominal estimate
of the total demand. Starting from this initial guess, the
controllers adjust the power production depending on the
frequency deviation which in turn depends on actual (and
unmeasured) demand.
Remark 6 The use of an auxiliary communication graph
to allow the exchange of information among the controllers
at the nodes is commonly found in wide area control of the
power grid and has been suggested in [9] for control of mi-
crogrids as well. The Laplacian matrix Lcomm reflecting
the exchange of information among the nodes is introduced
here in order to prove convergence of u to the optimal u.
Note that the communication graph can differ from the
graph describing the transmission network [9] as long as
the communication graph is connected. The distributed
nature of the controllers can be relaxed resulting in fully
decentralized controllers without exchange of information
at the price that optimality can not be guaranteed any-
more. The robustness of such decentralized controllers to
e.g. noise and delays has attracted a considerable amount
of attention ([6], [7], and references therein) and its prac-
tical applicability needs to be evaluated carefully.
6. Frequency regulation in the presence of time-
varying power demand
Until now we assumed that the power demand term P l
is unknown but constant, as is a standard practice in cur-
rent research. Future smart grids should however be able
to cope with rapid fluctuations of the power demand at
the same timescale as the dynamics describing the physi-
cal infrastructure, such that approximating the power de-
mand by a constant can become unrealistic. This asks for
controllers able to deal with time-varying power demand.
In the previous section we studied within the framework
of [3] dynamical controllers able to achieve zero frequency
deviation with steady state optimal production in the pres-
ence of constant power demand. Since the framework of
[3] lends itself to deal with time-varying disturbances, it
is natural to wonder whether the approach can be used to
design frequency regulators in the presence of time-varying
power demand. This is investigated in this section.
Although the power demand is not known, we will assume
that it is the output of a known exosystem, as it is custom-
ary in output regulation theory. Let P l depend linearly on
σ, namely, let
P l = Πσ, (25)
for some matrix Π, where σ is the state variable of the
exosystem
σ˙ = s(σ). (26)
Here the map s is assumed to satisfy the incremental pas-
sivity property (s(σ)− s(σ′))T (σ − σ′) ≤ 0 for all σ, σ′. It
will be useful to limit ourselves to the case s(σ) = Sσ, with
S a skew-symmetric matrix. In this case, the exosystem
(25), (26) generates linear combinations of constant and si-
nusoidal signals. We will however continue to refer to s(σ)
for the sake of generality, using explicitly Sσ only when
needed. The choice (26) is further motivated by spectral
decomposition of load patterns [39], ocean wave energy
[40] and wind energy [41], [42] that indicate that the net
load can indeed be approximated by a superposition of a
constant and a few sinusoidal signals. More explicit, we
model the power demand P li as a superposition of a con-
stant power demand (Π1iσ1), a periodic power demand
that can be compensated optimally (Π2iσ2(t)) and a peri-
odic power demand that cannot be compensated optimally
(Π3iσ3i(t)), such that P
l
i (t) = Π1iσ1+Π2iσ2(t)+Π3iσ3i(t).
The reason why we distinguish between Π2iσ2 and Π3iσ3i
becomes evident in the next subsection. Similarly we
write the steady state input as a sum of its components,
ui(t) = u1i + u2i(t) + u3i(t). The explicit dependency on
time will be dropped in the remainder and was added here
to stress the differences between constant and time-varying
signals.
Example 1 Consider the case of a periodic power de-
mand with frequency µ superimposed to a constant power
demand. This demand can be modeled as P li = Π1iσ1 +
Π2iσ2 where σ˙ = Sσ with
S =
(
0 01×2
02×1 S2
)
=
 0 0 00 0 µ
0 −µ 0
 ,
Π1i is a real number and Π2i = q
−1
i (1 0) = q
−1
i R2. In
this case R2 = (1 0) and notice that the pair (R2, S2) is
observable.
6.1. Economically efficient frequency regulation in the
presence of a class of time-varying power demand
We focus in this subsection on the case in which the
power demand at each node has the form P li = Π1iσ1 +
Π2iσ2, where σ1, σ2 will be specified below. At steady
state we have that η˙ = 0, V˙ = 0 and therefore power
flows between different control areas need to be constant.
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This observation restricts the class of time-varying power
demand that can be compensated for by an optimal gen-
eration u. We will make this more specific. Recall that
the optimal power generation at steady state is given by
u = Q−1
1n1
T
nP
l
1TnQ
−11n
, (27)
characterized in (14) above. In this case, the second equal-
ity in (19) writes as in (15)
DΓ(V )sin(η) = (Q−1
1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In)P l. (28)
This implies that the quantity on the right-hand side
must be constant and that there must exist a vector
η ∈ R(DT ) which satisfies the equality. If we differ-
entiate in the disturbance term Πσ between a constant
component Π1σ1 and a time-varying component Π2σ2, i.e.
Πσ = Π1σ1 +Π2σ2, and there exists a solution to the iden-
tity (28) when Πσ is replaced by Π1σ1, then such a solution
continues to exist provided that the time-varying compo-
nent of Πσ belongs to the null space of (Q−1 1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
−In).
The null space above can be easily characterized.
Lemma 5 The null space of (Q−1 1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In) is given
by R(Q−11n).
Proof: First consider the matrix −1TnQ−11n ·
(Q−1 1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In), which takes the expression
LT =

LT11 −q−11 . . . −q−11
−q−12 LT22 . . . −q−12
...
...
...
...
−q−1n −q−1n . . . LTnn
 ,
where LTii = (
∑
j∈V\{i} q
−1
j ). Hence, L is the Laplacian
matrix of a weighted complete graph. The rank of the
Laplacian matrix of a connected graph is n− 1. Thus the
rank of the matrix LT is also n − 1. Since the rank of a
matrix is not altered by the multiplication by a nonzero
constant, one infers that the matrix (Q−1 1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In)
has rank n− 1 as well. Thus its null space has dimension
1. Now, it is easily checked that the range of Q−11n is
included in the null space of (Q−1 1n1
T
n
1TnQ
−11n
− In).
From Lemma 5 it follows that the time varying compo-
nent Π2σ2 of the unknown demand must satisfy Π2σ2 ∈
R(Q−11n). This leads to the following model for the power
demand
σ˙1 = 0
σ˙2 = s2(σ2)
P l = Π1σ1 +Q
−11nR2σ2,
(29)
where Π1 is a diagonal matrix, R2 is some suitable row
vector such that the pair (R2, S2) is observable and that
Q−11nR2σ2 generates the desired time-varying component
of the power demand. Notice that the frequencies of the
sinusoidal modes in the power demand have to be the same
for all nodes. As a result, if we consider the contribution
of the time-varying component of the disturbance to the
optimal steady-state controller, it must be true that
u2 = Q
−1 1n1
T
nΠ2σ2
1TnQ
−11n
= Q−11nR2σ2, (30)
where we have exploited the identity Π2σ2 = Q
−11nR2σ2.
This identity will also be used later in the section. This
characterization points out that, for the existence of a
steady state solution with a zero frequency deviation in the
presence of time-varying demand, the exchange of power
among the different areas must be constant at steady state
and this requires that the intensity of the power demand
at one aggregate area should be inversely proportional to
the power production cost at the same area. We stress
that this is not a limitation of the approach pursued in
the paper, but rather a constraint imposed by the model
of the power network and the optimal zero frequency regu-
lation problem. We are now ready to state the main result
of this section:
Theorem 3 Let Assumptions 2, 3 and 4 hold and sup-
pose that there exists a solution to the regulator equa-
tions (19) with P l as in (29). Then, given the system (18),
with exogenous power demand P l generated by (29), with
s2(σ2) = S2σ2, S2 skew-symmetric and with purely imag-
inary eigenvalues5, and (R2, S2) an observable pair, the
controllers at the nodes
θ˙1i =
∑
j∈N commi (θ1j − θ1i)− q
−1
i ωi
θ˙2i = S2θ2i − q−1i RT2 ωi
ui = q
−1
i θ1i + q
−1
i R2θ2i,
(31)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, guarantee the solutions to the closed-
loop system that start in a neighborhood of (η, ω, V , θ) to
converge asymptotically to the largest invariant set where
ωi = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0 and u = u,
with u the optimal feedforward input.
Proof: We follow the proof of Theorem 2 mutatis mu-
tandis. For the sake of generality we continue to use s2(σ2)
instead of S2σ2, referring to the latter only for those pas-
sages in the proof where the linearity of the map s2 simpli-
fies the analysis. We consider controllers at the nodes of
the form (31) where the first term of ui is inspired by the
analogous term in the case of constant power demand (see
Theorem 2) while the second term is suggested by (30). In
stacked form, with ω = 0, the controllers write as
θ˙1 = −Lcommθ1
θ˙2 = s2(θ2)
u = Q−1θ1 +Q−1(In ⊗R2)θ2,
5The zero does not belong to the spectrum of S2.
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where s2(θ) = (s2(θ21)
T . . . s2(θ2n)
T )T , s2(·) is the subvec-
tor of s(·) that generates the time-varying component of σ
and θ2 = (θ
T
21 . . . θ
T
2n)
T .6 Under appropriate initialization,
the system above generates the optimal feedforward input
u. In fact, if θ1(0) =
1n1
T
nΠ1σ1(0)
1TnQ
−11n
, θ2(0) = 1n⊗σ2(0), then
Q−1θ1 +Q−1(In ⊗R2)θ2, where θ1, θ2 satisfy
0 = −Lcommθ1
θ˙2 = s2(θ2),
coincides with u defined in (27). Following [3], the sta-
bilizing inputs v1 and v2 are introduced in the controller
above to make it incrementally passive. We obtain
θ˙1 = −Lcommθ1 +Q−1v1
θ˙2 = s2(θ2) + (In ⊗RT2 )Q−1v2
u = Q−1θ1 +Q−1(In ⊗R2)θ2.
(32)
The incremental storage function
Θ(θ, θ) =
1
2
(θ1 − θ1)T (θ1 − θ1) + 1
2
(θ2 − θ2)T (θ2 − θ2)
satisfies
Θ˙(θ, θ) = −(θ1 − θ1)Lcomm(θ1 − θ1)T
+(θ1 − θ1)Q−1v1
+(θ2 − θ2)T (s2(θ2)− s2(θ2))
+(θ2 − θ2)T (In ⊗RT2 )Q−1v2.
Consider the incremental storage function
Z(η, η, ω, ω, V, V , θ, θ) = U(η, η, ω, ω, V, V )
+Θ(θ, θ),
(33)
where (η, V ) fulfills Assumption 2. Following the argu-
ments of Lemma 2, it is immediate to see that under con-
dition (10) we have that ∇Z|η=η,ω=ω,V=V ,θ=θ = 0 and
∇2Z|η=η,ω=ω,V=V ,θ=θ > 0, such that Z has a strict lo-
cal minimum at (η, ω, V , θ). Under the stabilizing feed-
back v1 = −(ω − ω), v2 = −(ω − ω), the function
Z(ω, ω, η, η, V, V , θ, θ) = U(ω, ω, η, η, V, V ) + Θ(θ, θ) along
the solutions to
η˙ = DTω
η˙ = 0
Mω˙ = −Aω −D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η))
+Q−1(θ1 − θ1) +Q−1(In ⊗R2)(θ2 − θ2)
ω˙ = 0
T V˙ = −E(η)V + Efd
V˙ = 0
θ˙1 = −Lcommθ1 −Q−1ω
θ˙1 = 0
θ˙2 = s2(θ2)− (In ⊗RT2 )Q−1ω
θ˙2 = s2(θ2)
6In the case s2(θn) = S2θn, we have s2(θ) = (In ⊗ S2)θ2.
satisfies
Z˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
−(θ1 − θ1)TLcomm(θ1 − θ1),
where we have exploited the identities
u1 − u1 = Q−1(θ1 − θ1)
u2 − u2 = Q−1(In ⊗R2)(θ2 − θ2).
As Z˙ ≤ 0, one infers convergence to the largest invariant
set of points where ω = 0, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0, θ1 = θ1 + 1nα,
where α : R≥0 → R is a function. On the invariant set the
dynamics take the form
η˙ = 0
0 = −D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η))
+Q−11nα+Q−1(In ⊗R2)(θ2 − θ2)
0 = −E(η)V˜ + Efd
θ˙1 + 1nα˙ = −Lcomm(θ1 + 1nα)
θ˙2 − θ˙2 = s2(θ2 − θ2),
(34)
where V˜ is a constant. From η˙ = 0 it follows that on the
invariant set η is a constant η = η˜. From the fourth line in
(34) we infer that α is a constant. The second line with η =
η˜ then implies that q−1i R2(θ2i − θ2i) = ci is a constant as
well. Since the term R2(θ2i− θ2i) contains only sinusoidal
modes, necessarily ci = 0 and from the pair (R2, S2) being
observable it follows that θ2i = θ2i. Equal to the proof of
Theorem 2, pre-multiplying the second line in (34) by 1Tn
shows that α = 0 and therefore that θ1 = θ1. We can now
conclude that u1 = u1 and u2 = u2, that is the input u
converges to the optimal (time-varying) feedforward input,
as claimed.
6.2. Frequency regulation in the presence of a wider class
of time-varying power demand
We continue the previous subsection by considering fre-
quency regulation in the case the power demand is gener-
ated by the exosystem
σ˙1 = 0
σ˙2 = s2(σ2)
σ˙3 = s3(σ3)
P l = Π1σ1 +Q
−11nR2σ2 +R3σ3,
(35)
where additionally to (29) we have
s3(θ) = (s31(θ31)
T . . . s3n(θ3n)
T )T and R3 =
block.diag(R31, . . . , R3n). Notice that s3i(θ3i) and
R3i can now vary from node to node. As shown in the
previous subsection u cannot satisfy (27) any longer due
to the presence of σ3. However, compensating for σ3
is still a meaningful control task, for otherwise the fre-
quency deviation would not converge to zero any longer.
Furthermore, for those cases for which the component
Π1σ1 + Q
−11nR2σ2 is much greater in magnitude than
R3σ3, u will satisfy (27) approximately. In order to
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regulate the frequency deviation to zero when the power
demand is generated by (35) we propose controllers
inspired by the previous subsection and we adjust the
proof of Theorem 3 accordingly.
Corollary 2 Let Assumptions 2, 3 and 4 hold and sup-
pose that there exists a solution to the regulator equations
(19) with P l as in (35). Then, given the system (18), with
exogenous power demand P l generated by (35), sk(σk) =
Skσk, Sk skew-symmetric and with purely imaginary
eigenvalues for k = 2, 3, and ((R2 R3i),block.diag(S2, S3i))
an observable pair, the controllers at the nodes
θ˙1i =
∑
j∈N commi (θ1j − θ1i)− q
−1
i ωi
θ˙2i = S2θ2i − q−1i RT2 ωi
θ˙3i = S3iθ3i −RT3iωi
ui = q
−1
i θ1i + q
−1
i R2θ2i +R3iθ3i,
(36)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, guarantee the solutions to the closed-
loop system that start in a neighborhood of (η, ω, V , η) to
converge asymptotically to the largest invariant set where
ωi = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0 and u = u =
u1 + u2 + u3.
Proof: By adding 12 (θ3 − θ3)T (θ3 − θ3) to the over-
all storage function (33) and following the same lines of
reasoning as the proof of Theorem 3 we can conclude
that the system converges to the largest invariant set of
points where ω = 0, ‖∇VW2‖ = 0, θ1 = θ1 + 1nα, where
α : R≥0 → R is a function. On the invariant set the dy-
namics take the form
η˙ = 0
0 = −D(Γ(V˜ )sin(η)− Γ(V )sin(η))
+Q−11nα+Q−1(In ⊗R2)(θ2 − θ2)
+R3(θ3 − θ3)
0 = −E(η)V˜ + Efd
θ˙1 + 1nα˙ = −Lcomm(θ1 + 1nα)
θ˙2 − θ˙2 = s2(θ2 − θ2)
θ˙3 − θ˙3 = s3(θ3 − θ3)
from where we can conclude in a similar way as in the proof
of Theorem 3 that (θ1, θ2, θ3) converges to (θ1, θ2, θ3) and
therefore that u converges to u.
Remark 7 The focus of this work is on the asymptotic
behavior of the system. To obtain a desirable transient
response, we can adjust the controller of Corollary 2, by
including additional controller gains α, β1, β2 ∈ R>0, and
β3 ∈ Rn>0 resulting in a controller of the form
θ˙1 = −αLcommθ1 − β1Q−1ω
θ˙2 = s2(θ2)− β2(In ⊗RT2 )Q−1ω
θ˙3 = s3(θ3)−RT3 diag(β3)ω
u = β1Q
−1θ1 + β2Q−1(In ⊗R2)θ2 + diag(β3)R3θ3.
The tuning of the various parameters depends on the sys-
tem at hand and is outside of the scope of this paper. We
notice however that the optimality features of the con-
troller are preserved under the addition of the various
gains.
Remark 8 Controller (31) (as well as the other con-
trollers introduced in the previous sections) are designed
to counteract disturbances generated by exosystems (35).
These controllers are also robust to other perturbations.
Consider system (18) with a disturbance −Ql in addition
to −P l. Assume that −Ql has a finite L2-norm, namely∫∞
0
‖Ql(s)‖2ds < ∞. In the presence of Ql, the incre-
mental model is modified in such a way that the function
Z(ω, ω, η, η, V, V , θ, θ) satisfies
Z˙ = −(ω − ω)TA(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
−(θ1 − θ1)TLcomm(θ1 − θ1)− (ω − ω)TQl.
Further manipulations show that
Z˙ ≤ −(ω − ω)T A˜(ω − ω)− ‖∇VW2‖2T−1
−(θ1 − θ1)TLcomm(θ1 − θ1) + γ(Ql)TQl,
where γ = 12ε , A˜ = A − ε2I, and ε is a number satisfying
0 < ε < 2 mini{Ai}. Integrating both sides yields
Z(t)− Z(0) ≤ γ
∫ t
0
‖Ql(s)‖2ds ≤ γ
∫ ∞
0
‖Ql(s)‖2ds.
This shows that, for initial conditions of the system which
are sufficiently close to a strict local minimum of Z and
for disturbances Ql with a sufficiently small L2-norm, the
solutions of the system remain in a compact level set of Z
and as such are bounded and exist for all time. Further-
more,
(ω(t)− ω)T A˜(ω(t)− ω) ≤ Z(0) + γ
∫ ∞
0
‖Ql(s)‖2ds.
Since the left-hand side is bounded for all time, we have
mini{A˜i} supt≥0 ‖ω(t)− ω‖2 ≤ Z(0) + γ
∫ ∞
0
‖Ql(s)‖2ds,
which shows the existence of a finite L2-to-L∞ gain from
the disturbance Ql to the frequency deviation ω−ω. Sim-
ilarly, one can show the existence of a finite L2-to-L2 gain.
This section contributed to the development of dis-
tributed and dynamic controllers based on an internal
model design able to generate a time-varying feedforward
input such that a zero frequency deviation is obtained in
the presence of time-varying power demand. Furthermore
we characterized the time-varying power demand that can
be compensated optimally under the requirement of zero
frequency regulation.
7. Simulation case study
We illustrate the performance of the controllers on a
connected four area network (see [43] how a four area net-
work equivalent can be obtained for the IEEE New Eng-
land 39-bus system or the South Eastern Australian 59-bus
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Mi 5.22 3.98 4.49 4.22
Ai 1.60 1.22 1.38 1.42
Tdoi 5.54 7.41 6.11 6.22
Xdi 1.84 1.62 1.80 1.94
X
′
di 0.25 0.17 0.36 0.44
Efdi 4.41 4.20 4.37 4.45
Bii -49.61 -61.66 -52.17 -40.18
qi 1.00 0.75 1.50 0.50
Table 2: An overview of the numerical values used in the simulations.
System parameters are provided in ‘per unit’, except Tdoi (seconds).
The generation cost coefficient qi is given in
$104
h
.
system). This simulation is carried out on the network pro-
vided in [14] and its network topology is shown in Figure 1.
The values of cost coefficients, generator and transmission
Area 4
Area 1
Area 3
Area 2
B14 = 21.0 B12 = 25.6
B23 = 33.1B34 = 16.6
Figure 1: A four area equivalent network of the power grid, where
Bij denotes the susceptance of the transmission line connecting two
areas. The dashed lines represent the communication links.
line parameters are a slight modification of the ones pro-
vided in [14], [32] and [44]. An overview of the numerical
values of the relevant parameters is provided in Table 2.
The communication among the controllers is depicted in
Figure 1 as well and differs from the topology of the power
grid. As a first scenario the power demand P l (per unit)
is assumed to be constant and therefore the controller of
Section 5 is applicable. The system is initially at steady
state with a constant load P l(t) = (2.00, 1.00, 1.50, 1.00)T ,
t ∈ [0, 10) and according to their cost functions generators
take a different share in the power generation such that
the total costs are minimized. At timestep 10 the load7 is
increased to P l(t) = (2.20, 1.05, 1.55, 1.10)T , t ≥ 10 . The
frequency response to the control input is given in Figure
2, where the base frequency is 120pi rad/s. From Figure 2
we can see how the frequency drops due to the increased
load. Furthermore we note that the controller regulates
the power generation such that a new steady state con-
dition is obtained where the frequency deviation is again
7 We can interpret an increase of load also as a sudden drop of
uncontrollable (renewable) generation.
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Figure 2: Frequency response and control input using the controller
of Section 5. The constant load is increased at timestep 10, where-
after the frequency deviation is regulated back to zero and generation
costs are minimized.
zero and costs are minimized. To elaborate on this we note
that the generation costs at t = 100 are 3.36×104 $/h (as-
suming a base power of 1000 MVA), which is substantially
lower than the generation costs when every control area
would produce only for its own demand (4.79× 104 $/h).
Since we did not include excitor dynamics in this sim-
ulation, the voltages are not regulated. Nevertheless the
voltages do not deviate much from their nominal value of 1
per unit. At timestep 70 the communication link between
area 1 and area 3 is lost, without effecting the frequencies.
This is expected since the controller states are already in
consensus and it provides numerical evidence that our ap-
proach is robust to changes in the communication network
as long as the graph stays connected.
As a second scenario we consider a time-varying load
as in (35), where the constant demand of scenario 1 is
modulated by sinusoidal terms with periods of 30 seconds.
We note that the controller design does not require
that all loads vary with the same frequency and is only
assumed here for notational convenience. The resulting
load profile is given by P l(t) = (2.00, 1.00, 1.50, 1.00)T +
0.040 × sin( 2pit30 )(1.10, 1.20, 0.98, 1.00)T , t ∈ [0, 10)
and P l(t) = (2.20, 1.05, 1.55, 1.10)T + 0.044 ×
sin( 2pit30 )(1.04, 1.30, 0.99, 1.00)
T , t ≥ 10. Notice that
the sinusoidal term does not belong to R(Q−11n). Ac-
cordingly we rely on the controller proposed in Section
6.2 with β3 = 0.51n (see Remark 7) with matrices
S3i =
(
0 2pi30−2pi
30 0
)
, R3i =
(
1 0
)
.
From Figure 3 we can see how the controller provides a
time-varying input such that the frequency deviation is
driven to zero even in the presence of a time-varying load.
Since the time-varying load does not belong to R(Q−11n),
the time-varying power generation is not economically op-
timal anymore. One can check however that the constant
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Figure 3: Frequency response and control input using the controller
of Section 6.2. The time-varying load is increased at timestep 10,
whereafter the frequency is regulated back to zero. The costs asso-
ciated to the constant term of the generation are minimized.
term of the generation still converges to the optimum and
is equal to the optimal generation in scenario 1. An exam-
ple of optimal generation in the presence of a time-varying
load, where the time-varying load belongs to R(Q−11n), is
provided in [1] under the assumption of constant voltages.
8. Conclusions and future work
We have investigated the use of incremental passivity
and internal-model-based controllers to the design of dis-
tributed controllers for frequency regulation and cost min-
imization in power networks. The approach allows us to
consider time-varying power demand. Energy functions
which are common in classical literature on power net-
works have been used as incremental storage functions to
analyze and the design the controllers.
Future work will include the use of more accurate mod-
els of the power grid, such as higher order models includ-
ing e.g. exciter dynamics. The inclusion of transmission
losses and associated costs will be investigated as well.
There is an increasing attention for models that depart
from the classical swing equations ([25], [26]) and inter-
estingly enough these papers use (incremental) passivity
arguments for analysis purposes. It is then very natu-
ral to wonder whether the methods proposed here can be
used to solve demand-supply balancing problems for these
more accurate models. Based on results such as [21], [22]
larger classes of time-varying power demand can be con-
sidered, by allowing the use of more general exosystems.
Finally the analysis has pointed out that asking for a zero
frequency deviation in the presence of time-varying power
demand restricts the power demand that can be dealt with
optimally. As a future research, we will investigate differ-
ent problems of optimal frequency regulation where the
frequency is allowed to differ from the zero frequency by
small variations.
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